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Inflation risk and pensions: should we worry?
We address the topical issue of inflation risk in the pension sector. Currently inflation risk is borne by
pension participants, who are typically inadequately informed of its potential impact. We outline how
inflation risk should be incorporated into the current risk models. To understand and measure the impact
of inflation risk, suitable modelling tools – such as a versatile simulation engine - are needed. We have
developed such a simulation engine, which demonstrates that a less defensive investment strategy than is
currently typical for a pension fund – i.e., with a larger allocation in real assets (such as value stocks) - offers
a natural inflation hedge and hence leads to superior pension results in real rather than nominal terms.
The main takeaways of the paper are:


The consequences of inflation risk should be properly communicated to pension recipients



Regulation is moving towards a greater transparency of inflation risk



Currently the focus of pension funds is the nominal value risk management (value preservation),
but it should move towards real value risk management (preservation of purchasing power for
pension recipients)



The new IORP II regulation requires (in Pillar 3) realistic communication of the value of pension
entitlement under pessimistic economic scenarios



Adequate modelling of inflation risk is an important but challenging task, which requires specialist
tools



When the goal of a pension fund is to preserve real rather than nominal value, the optimal asset
allocation strategy changes significantly



Inflation risk deserves particular attention now, when interest rates are exceptionally low
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Motivation
Inflation is a fact of life – we all have experienced the increase of prices over time. For example, one litre of
beer in The Netherlands cost two guilders in 1988 (≈€ 0,91), while today it costs €1,50 per litre. A loaf of
bread in the US cost approximately $0.59 in 1988. In January of 2013, a loaf of bread cost $1.42. These
examples demonstrate price increases of 70 to 140%. This seems a lot; however, when expressed as a
percentage increase per year, these amount to only 2 to 3 % per year. Inflation measures exactly that - the
increase of the cost of living as well as the loss of purchasing power over time. In the past few years the
inflation was low – less than 2% per year, and people stopped worrying about it. However, even with low
inflation we observe today, 1000 Euros will halve in real value (in terms of purchasing power) in just 25
years. There is also a substantial risk (almost an inevitability) that inflation will increase in the near future,
and the real value of investments will deteriorate even further. Given the typical duration of a pension is
more than 40 years, inflation should be at the forefront of our minds, whether you are a pension provider
or recipient.

“In many other countries, the pension indexation is not as generous:
for example, in Australia or Canada, pensions are not indexed at all”
In some countries, such as UK, pension entitlements grow automatically with inflation (this is called
indexation). In many other countries, the pension indexation is not as generous: for example, in Australia or
Canada, pensions are not indexed at all. In the Netherlands, many pension fund agreements are based on
the concept of the so-called conditional indexation. This means that pension funds are not obliged to index
pension entitlements, but will aim to do it whenever possible (i.e., when the financial health of a pension
fund, measured in terms of a funding ratio, is good). This sounds like a reasonable solution, since it ensures
sustainability of the pension system. On the other hand, it means that a considerable part of the inflation
risk is born by pension recipients. So they should be made aware that any partial indexation method does
not guarantee a stable purchasing power in the future. It is therefore perplexing that currently many
pension fund customers are not properly informed about risks they are exposed to.
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Demand for more transparency into inflation risk
In February 2018, the minister of social affairs and employment Mr. Koolmees presented a letter to the
Dutch parliament, in which he advocates an increased transparency for pension recipients. In particular, he
introduced an inflation-corrected estimate of the expected payments, while taking scenarios and risks into
account. The main idea of this proposal is to make pension recipients realize that investing in a pension
fund involves certain risks as well.
Currently, just one number is shown to the
pension recipients by pension funds to
represent the attainable pension, which only
functions as an ambition that the pension fund
aims for. The attainable pension amount is not
corrected for the possibility that the pension
fund will experience years in which it is not able
to index the pension entitlements. In other
words, the current number that is presented
for pension recipients gives no insight into
either the real value of their expected pension
or the corresponding risks.

Figure 1: Representation of the improvement as suggested by
Minister Koolmees “in kamerstuk betreft
pensioencommunicatie”

The improvement, as suggested by Minister Koolmees will involve three different numbers, which will
be estimated according to
(1) a plausible expected scenario,
(2) an optimistic scenario, and
(3) a pessimistic scenario.

A suggested representation of these three numbers is shown in Figure 1. From this figure it is clear that the
pension does not increase much in the optimistic scenario, but decreases significantly in the pessimistic
scenario. The picture does attain the goal of showing downside risk elements for recipients, which is
already a big improvement over the one-number representation. However, this representation still does
not communicate clearly what are the reasons for a disappointing result in the downside scenario.
Recall that the real value of a pension entitlement is depending on actual indexation over the lifetime of a
pension. If a pension is not indexed at all (such as in Canada), so the real value will decline with (increasing)
future inflation. (which is unknown and is randomly fluctuating over time). For the Dutch pension system,
the situation is more complex: the future indexation is uncertain and depends on the Policy Funding Ratio.
That ratio, in turn, is determined by the observed inflation, asset returns, life expectancy and a general
support of fund participants. In other words, the purchasing power of pension recipients is subject to the
future scenarios of the fundamental risks a pension fund is exposed to.
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These fundamental risks can relate to either pension financing or pension commitments. The financing
risks are



Investment risk, which arises as the result of volume and duration mismatch of investments and
liabilities. This risk category is well-understood and managed by most pension funds.
Discontinuity risk represents the possibility that a pension fund does not receive sufficient pension
contributions, e.g., due to a shrinking pool of the fund participants.

The commitment-related risks are:



Longevity risk, which arises due to growing life expectancy.
Inflation risk, which is the risk that the realized inflation deviates from the expected inflation.

The investment risk category is currently well modelled by most pension funds’ ALM engines and the
management of this risk is heavily regulated. Yet, the inflation risk should be implemented more explicitly
into ALM engines and regulation. Note that inflation risk for pension funds can be quite limited (in cases of
no or conditional indexation), since in these cases it is transferred (fully or partially) to pension recipients.
So currently, there is not much incentive for pension funds to take inflation risk into account more
explicitly. Yet, new developments such as the imminent IORP II regulation (Pillar 3) have the goal to
improve transparency towards stakeholders by including pessimistic scenarios and coverage ratios as parts
of the uniform pension overview (see the recent Probability & Partners’ white paper on consequences of
IORP II for Dutch pension funds).

In short, inflation modelling and risk management are becoming
increasingly important for pension funds.
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Inflation risk and ALM modelling
Pension funds manage traditional risks such as interest rate, equity and credit risk by using scenarios for
these risk factors. Such scenarios are either generated by the regulator or by their own ALM engine. The
pension result is then evaluated in each scenario. The next important step for pension funds is to add the
inflation risk component to the currently adopted ALM engines. This should be done by treating inflation as
any other risk factor in ALM.
Currently, people often associate inflation risk with the expected inflation - possibly because the inflation
in recent years has been quite stable in developed countries. Yet, one should not forget that inflation can
fluctuate randomly over time, and significantly deviate from the expected inflation. So, just like for any
other financial asset, the inflation risk is the spread of the actual inflation around its expected value.
Furthermore, there are significant but complex relationships between future developments of inflation,
interest rates and asset prices.
It is crucial to generate a consistent and realistic ensemble of scenarios for all the relevant risk factors.
These risk factors may include equities, currencies, commodities, real estate and other asset classes, but
most importantly involve interest and inflation rates. The right ALM tools are necessary for a full
understanding of the overall risk of a financial institution, e.g., in terms of a pension fund’s result or a
coverage ratio. Furthermore, appropriate ALM tools can provide asset allocation decisions that hedge the
underlying risks.
A versatile ALM simulation engine (such as one developed by us) should provide:
1. Integrated scenarios for all risk factors affecting the balance sheet
2. The range of scenarios that reflects a realistic representation of risks
3. Scenarios that reflect current expectations of market participants.

The first goal
The first goal reflects a complex but realistic correlation structure of risk factors. An often taken simplistic
view is to assume the correlations between risk factors (e.g., equities and interest rates) are constant and
equal to the long-term historical correlations, for example the past 15-year historical correlations
summarized in the table below (we included inflation there as well):

MSCI world
index return
HICP inflation
YoY change
1-month Euro
LIBOR rate

MSCI world index return
1

HICP inflation YoY change
-0.1763

1-month Euro LIBOR rate
-0.2385

-0.1763

1

0.6140

-0.2385

0.6140

1
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However, a more realistic representation
would acknowledge that correlations can
change dramatically over time. This is
demonstrated in Figure 2, which shows
the time-varying correlations between the
same risk factors as above, but estimated
with the 3-year rolling window. A realistic
and robust ALM engine should incorporate
the time-varying correlation structure in
some degree, to reflect realistic
diversification of risks: financial markets
become more correlated at stressed times,
leading to the loss of diversification
benefits.
Figure 2: Time-varying correlations between MSCI stock index
return, HICP European inflation YoY change and the European
LIBOR 1-month rate.

The second goal
The second goal is realistic representation
of risk (i.e., scenarios spread) over long
horizons. A popular asset price model,
used in most ALM engines, is the
Geometric Brownian motion (GBM). It
models the price of an asset (e.g., a stock
index) as a stochastic quantity with some
constant growth rate and a spread around
that trend. A big drawback of this model is
unrealistically large spread of scenarios
observed for longer horizons. The reason
for this, is that the uncertainty in this
model increases without limit, as it grows
with the square root of time.

Figure 3: Visualization of spread of two stochastic processes, Geometric
Brownian Motion process (upper) and Ornstein Uhlenbeck meanreversion process (lower) over a thirty year time interval with thousand
generated paths.
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A more realistic model in that respect is the so-called mean-reversion model. This model is often used for
short-term interest rates. In this model, the price or rate process is pulled back towards a long-term mean.
This results into a bounded spread of scenarios, as uncertainty about future values stabilizes around a
constant rather than grows indefinitely (as it is the case with GBM). This is illustrated in Figure 3, where
we show the most pessimistic and most optimistic scenarios from 1000 scenarios generated by GBM and
mean reversion model (assuming for a moment zero growth rate). The difference in spreads of future
values is clearly visible, and is more realistic for mean reverting model than for GBM.
A challenge when using the mean-reversion model is the difficulty in finding a realistic long-term mean. A
new thinking paradigm is to go away from the idea that this mean is constant (e.g., that the long-term
inflation rate is 2 %), but assume that it is also (slowly but randomly) time varying. Modern statistical
filtering techniques such as state space models are excellently suited for this modelling alternative, and are
extensively used in our ALM engine.

The third goal
Finally, the third desirable feature of an ALM engine – reflecting current market expectations - is related to
the previous challenge of finding the long-term mean (or expectation) of the price or rate process.
Generally, it is difficult to obtain good inflation or interest rate expectations. In economic literature there is
no consensus of how to correctly forecast inflation – often it is considered to be more an art than science.
We argue that one should not attempt to forecast inflation: there is, in fact, an objective way to
concentrate the future inflation scenario’s around the current expectations of market participants. For
many risk factors, including inflation, their expected values and trends can be obtained by implying them
from traded products and derivatives, such as inflation-linked securities and swaps. This is analogous to a
well-established mechanism of implying future volatility from prices of traded options: the resulting implied
volatility measure VIX is often referred to as a “fear index”, of a thermometer of “nervousness” of the
financial markets.
Our approach leverages this idea: we let the implied inflation (implied from inflation-linked securities)
guide us in generating realistic inflation scenarios. The implied inflation is combined in our approach with
the state space modelling, to extend a simple mean-reversion model towards its more realistic, dynamic
variant. This approach significantly decreases the uncertainty about future risk factors on short and
medium horizons, while still generating a wide but realistic range of scenarios for long horizons.
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Hedging inflation risk
Just as the right ALM tools are necessary for measuring inflation risk with realistic scenarios, the same ALM
tools can greatly assist with good asset allocation decisions to hedge against inflation risk.
Recall that the indexation, under the partial indexation rules, is completely dependent on the funding ratio
of the pension fund. Ideally, one wants the funding ratio to move in synch with the inflation, because then
the indexation is possible exactly at times when it is most needed. So the key is to design the pension
portfolio in a way that it traces inflation. Pension funds have fully adopted this concept into their interest
rate risk management, yet surprisingly, this has not been done at a great scale for inflation risk
management. One obvious reason is that inflation-linked products, such as inflation-linked bonds and
swaps, are less liquid and more expensive than their interest rate counterparts. However, there are other,
cheaper strategies for protecting a portfolio against inflation risk.
In theory, buying and holding stocks for a long period of time should provide some natural hedge against
inflation, as a company’s revenues and profits should grow at least at the same rate as inflation. Yet, it has
been difficult to prove this hypothesis with historical stock prices and inflation figures. In fact, empirical
literature argues that high inflation can lead to lower returns for the overall stock market. However, once
the stocks are divided into growth and value categories, it becomes visible that growth stocks perform
better in periods of low inflation, whereas value stocks perform better during high inflation periods. Hence,
a good inflation hedging strategy would be to invest a substantial part of a portfolio in value stocks. Other,
similar strategies for protecting a portfolio against inflation risk are including other real assets such as real
estate, private equity investments and emerging market stock indices.
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We illustrate our point with an extremely simple variant of such a strategy, tested with our ALM engine. We
compared the typical pension fund asset allocation with an allocation tilted more towards equities (for
simplicity, we included all stocks and not just value stocks). Figure 4 shows the results of these two
strategies, displaying the average, best and worst scenarios of the indexation ratio (i.e., the degree of
inflation coverage) for a typical Dutch pension fund, for a 45-year old average fund participant. This figure
confirms the intuition that stocks can be seen as an implicit inflation hedge, since the investment strategy
tilted towards equities generally outperforms the defensive investment strategy. While the worst scenarios
are comparable, in the average scenario a fund participant is better covered against inflation when
portfolio allocation is tilted towards equities.

Figure 4: Scenarios of the indexation ratio of a typical Dutch pension fund. The worst scenario is the 5% quantile, whereas the best
scenario is the 95% quantile. The indexation ratio is the degree of inflation coverage for a fund participant.
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Conclusion
With the economy reaching full capacity and the high likelihood of the ECB ending its quantitative easing
policy, the uncertainty about inflation is growing. Pension recipients and pension funds need to start
worrying about inflation risk, as recipients should be properly informed about it. Pension funds have to
shift their focus from nominal entitlements towards real ones, i.e., preserving the purchasing power for
their fund’s participants. Suitable ALM tools for generating realistic scenarios is the key element in
measuring and managing inflation risk.

Contact
To find out more about our expertise in these and related areas, and how Probability & Partners can help
you with modelling inflation risk and constructing your suitable ALM tools, please contact:
Dr Svetlana Borovkova – SB Head Modelling:
svetlana.borovkova@probability.nl
or
Pim Poppe – PP Managing Partner:
pim.poppe@probability.nl
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